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ProNet spreading the benefits of Code_Aster Open source and Salome Meca






to create multilateral exchanges between developers, users and service providers
to increase the visibility of the members on the various applications carried out
to evaluate the axes of evolution engaged by various actors
to increase the possibilities of co-operative developments
to gather common requests to service providers

TRAINING
In 2019 several training
sessions
for Code_Aster and
Salome-Meca are
proposed

Members from Industry / Research / Service providers / Teachers
Shearing more practice and more cooperative development
Networking in order to reduce one’s costs
Pooling resources and sharing results in projects of common interest
Two meetings each year in Paris and other places as soon as possible
Dedicated forum for members
Quarterly Report ProNet Update
Membership form http://www.code-aster.org/spip.php?article439

www.phimeca.com/Formations

www.code-aster-services.org

www.cevaa.com

www.code-aster.de/services

www.vonstein-partner.de

www.scopeingenieria.com

TUTORIALS
The course materials used by
EDF for in-house
training are online and written
directly in English.
New release 2018
http://codeaster.org/spip.php?rubrique68
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Code_Aster at SIXENSE NECS to study Civil Engineering
Structures
Véronique LE CORVEC – SIXENCE NECS - France
During the past 15 years, SIXENSE NECS has built its study tools and organisation around Code_Aster.
This software plate-form has played a key role in elaborating sophisticated yet efficient simulation solutions in our
organisation, allowing to produce more that 80% of our annual activity in the field of civil engineering structures and
equipment.
Main reasons that have made Code_Aster our best choice are its state-of-the-art scientific modelling capabilities
(numerical functionalities, resolution algorithm, constitutive material modelling, finite elements, …), documentation
(user’s manual, V&V, development), and its GPL open source licence.
Among specific features of the program and type of use of Code_Aster made at SIXENSE NECS we can mention:
•

Its fast-growing capabilities enlarging the scope of the finite elements study

•

The possibility offered by the open-source licence, allowing the implementation of new material constitutive
laws elaborated by academic researchers as well as internal R&D programs (masonry wall, steel frame
connections, non-linear seismic base isolation systems, soil and foundation interaction, …)

•

Provide our clients with high added value engineering consulting based on advanced numerical simulation,
challenged by international benchmark research programs

•

Continuous improvement of performance. Large problems to solve, detailed representation of structures, best
estimate analyses, maximum resistance capacity assessment (non-linear computations)

Several projets studied by SIXENSE NECS, using Code_Aster
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First applications of Code-Aster as a key tool in the Mexican approach
to the Resilience-Based Design
Norberto DOMÍNGUEZ RAMÍREZ- ESIA-UZ IPN - Mexico
At the end of 2016, the School of Civil Engineering and Architecture of the Instituto Politecnico Nacional was granted
by CONACYT-Mexico to develop the project 2015-1187: "Development of a Pilot Programme for Resilience
Improvement of a vulnerable region subjected to earthquakes and/or floods, representative of large urban
concentrations in Mexico" in the framework of the Mexican Research Program for "Projects of Development to Solve
National Problems".
This project proposes the accomplishment of two main objectives:
a) To develop a pilot Resilience Improvement Program for local Mexican communities
b) To propose a numerical approach to the Resilience-Based Design (RBD)
Concerning to the first objective, we have proposed the "5FRIP: Five-Fingers Resilience Improvement Program", in
which a regional community is encouraged to create a Resilient-Seed-Group (RSD) and identify its own Command
Center or Resilient Core to be activated during and after a hazard affects the region. Both objectives are closely linked,
because the Resilient Core must be redesigned according to the RBD. To achieve the second objective, it was
proposed not only to use advanced software (in this case, Code_Aster, Salome, GMSH...), but also to explore some
of the multi-scale strategies usually employed in the nuclear industry.
In order to test the 5FRIP and the RBD numerical approach, the campus of the Civil Engineering School was chosen
as a pilot-region. As a first phase, the whole campus was modeled using 3D solid cubes, simulating a soil’s layer of 30
m with absorbent boundary conditions, while each building was modeled as an equivalent mass-volume, in order to
detect potential impacts between them.
In a second phase, the linear response obtained in each building is transferred to a detailed mesh in order to carry out
a complex nonlinear analysis, with the aim of identifying the potential damage in the structural elements. In a third
phase, the reinforcement solutions are implemented into the model and tested since a RBD criteria according to the
importance of the building and infrastructure.

Fig. 1. The campus
of the IPN’s Civil
Engineering
school: Three
buildings
interconnected by
bridges constitute
the largest
Polytechnique
assembly with
more than 300 m
of length.

In September 19th, 2017, Mexico City was hit by an earthquake of 7.0Mw, 32 years later than the powerful 8.1 Mw earthquake of 1985. The
casualties were near of 300 people, and the number of houses reported by the local government as deeply damaged is about 7000 buildings
(February 2019). In the case of the IPN’s infrastructure, different buildings suffered several affectations, some of them with important structural
damages (including the Civil Engineering School), that are still in recovering and reparation. Based on this experience and inspired by the project
2015-1187, the Instituto Politécnico Nacional decided to create the “IPN’s Committee of Security and Resilience” (CISER-IPN), headed by the
Civil Engineering School.
One of the most important CISER’s projects is to construct a complete data base of the IPN’s infrastructure, which includes a collection of the
university buildings’ numerical models that will be probably constructed using the Salome-Meca platform and Code_Aster technology, in order to
evaluate their state of structural safety in real time, as soon as a future seismic event occurs, accompanied by monitoring.
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Nonlinear vibration of structure in large deformation using Code_Aster
Dr. Loïc SALLES – VUTC Imperial College London – UK
The aim of this project is to analyse the contact between the tip of bladed-disk and the engine casing considering the geometric nonlinearities
(large deformations and effects of contact). The linear modal analysis does not
account the modes coupling overpredicting the structure’s response and leading to
conservative design of the blade. The increased of computational power and the
accuracy of FEM software are leading an interest in nonlinear behaviour of nonlinear
structure. However, the solution of large set of nonlinear equation is still
computationally expensive. The idea is to formulate a Model Order Reduction
(MOR) that reduces the number of unknowns of a large model into a subset of
equations faster to solve. Thanks to the flexibility of Code Aster, and the opportunity
to code using Python 2.7, has been possible to assemble the quadratic and cubic
nonlinear tensors using the operators available within the software.
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An example of Python script to evaluate the nonlinear stiffness terms, using
operators available in Code_Aster, has been reported in Fig.1.
𝐹𝑖𝑔. 1 − 𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑦𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡

The operator CREA_CHAMP has been used to create a field of nodal displacement associated to the first L-mode shapes. The nonlinear forces
have been computed with the operator CALCUL prescribing the field of nodal displacements DU. Within the operator CALCUL has been possible
to perform the linear (PETIT) and nonlinear (GROT_GDEP) static analysis to evaluate the entries of nonlinear quadratic and cubic tensors. The
Code Aster script has been validated against the NASTRAN script, written by NASA [1], comparing the nonlinear stiffness terms for a simply
supported plate.
1
𝑏111

1
𝑏112

1
𝑏122

2
𝑏111

NASA

4.109e12

1.722e12

22.73e12

0.555e12

Code Aster

4.0774e12

1.744e12

21.81e12

0.5459e12

Coefficient

The same procedure has been applied to a clamped-clamped beam to
trace the FRF geometrically nonlinear. The comparison between the full
beam model and the reduced has been showed in fig.2. Inside Code
Aster has been also possible to define a ROM for linear system applying
Craig and Bampton method on the full FE structure domain using the
operator DEFI_INTERF_DYNA.

𝐹𝑖𝑔. 2 − 𝐹𝑅𝐹 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑑⁄𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑑 3𝐷 𝐵𝑒𝑎𝑚

[1] Muravyov, A. A., and Rizzi, S. A., "Determination of nonlinear stiffness with application to random vibration of geometrically nonlinear structures,"
Computers & Structures, Vol. 81, No. 15, 2003, pp. 1513-1523.
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Research and application in civil engineering and historical buildings
Vladimir CERISANO KOVAČEVIĆ– KOBE Innovation Engineering – Italy
Kobe Innovation Engineering is a new born company, founded at the beginning of 2018 and recognized as a spin-off
at the University of Florence. It is specialized in innovative solutions in the field of civil engineering and its main
mission is the development and employment of high technological and digital standards in the civil construction
industry, in the structural design process and in the safety assessment for the existing civil and industrial objects.
Kobe purpose is to set down new borders for the increase of the level of digitalization and the conscious usage of new
technologies in civil engineering, offering support in research projects and operating in different specialized
fields. Specifically,
Kobe expertise is focused around the field of civil and structural engineering but has been grown with the support of
digital tools and their conscious usage, from modelling issues to process automation. The main branches of interest
are:
•

civil engineering, structural design and structural optimization;

•

advanced modelling and simulation;

•

structural health monitoring combined with numerical models (towards digital twins);

•

structural engineering software automation;

•

advanced technologies for existing or historical objects survey and assessment.

In this context, the advanced usage of the Salome_Meca platform (including the Openturns module) and its open source
nature, are the perfect ingredients for the development of specific numerical tools and the guarantee of a service offer
with the highest quality standards. The latest activities are focused on parametric analyses and optimization,
uncertainties quantification in civil engineering and the “mentalization” concept as a support tool for decision making and
SHM.

Actualized testimony: assessment of the stability of a lake earth embankment (left) and safety evaluation of a vaulted exhibition space (right).

Perspectives: meta-model building for a historic building monitoring (left) and optimization of a reinforced concrete slab thickness (right).
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Advanced modelling of transmission line lattice towers
Sylvain LANGLOIS - Université de Sherbrooke - Hydro-Québec - RTE –
Canada
The analysis of transmission line steel lattice towers is usually
performed with linear numerical methods. However, the actual
behaviour of bolted lattice towers is complex and most power
utilities perform full-scale tests for the qualification of new steel
lattice transmission tower designs. Over the recent years, our
research group has recently developed many modelling tools
using Code_Aster to represent the complex behaviour of steel
lattice towers.
One method developed consists of the use of nonlinear
pushover analyses to reproduce the behaviour of towers up to
failure. Multi-fiber beam elements along with nonlinear discrete
elements can be used to carefully model different effects such
as the elastoplastic buckling, residual stresses, semi-rigid
connections and bolt slippage.
Currently, solid elements are being used to model the detailed
behaviour of bolted connexions. A multi-scale approach (figure
1) could then be used, in which the global model made of
nonlinear beams and discrete elements is coupled with detailed
3D models of the connections
On the other hand, another type of analysis also developed in
Code-Aster involves the sub structuring of a lattice tower to
extract in a more refined nonlinear model (or alternatively in a
laboratory test) the most critical section of the tower. In that
case, the global model, made of beam and discrete elements,
is solved with an explicit integration scheme in a linear manner,
while the critical section is analysed with a nonlinear model with
multi-fiber beams and discrete elements.
At each time step the displacements at the interfaces are
imposed on the critical substructure and the restoring forces
obtained are sent back to the global model (figure 2). This type
of sub structuring technique can be used to study the specific
behaviour of lattice sections under static and dynamic loading.
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Structural design of buildings - Cross Laminated Timber structures
Ioannis CHRISTOVASILIS - Lorenzo RIPARBELLI – AETHER Engineering – Italy
Aether Engineering is an engineering company founded in 2015 and located in Florence, Italy. Aether Engineering
provides structural engineering services, mostly regarding timber structures and especially Cross Laminated Timber
(CLT) construction, as well as support for R&D projects in this field. Additionally, the company operates in the field of
software development specifically designed to facilitate certain analysis and verification procedures within the context
of the structural design of buildings.
Our design approach is based on two objectives; (i) increase the level of simulation by implementing models that
represent more realistically the structural components, and (ii) automate as much as possible the various phases related
to the modelling and design of a building to make the use of these methods sustainable for professional activities. To
achieve these objectives, we have chosen to use Code_Aster as the finite-element solver with an industrial level of
validation, and we have built AETHERIUM as the in-house software that manages and implements the various
procedures.
In our modelling approach, all the structural panels are represented with their geometries and their materials that
consider the specific mechanical characteristics of each component (Figure 1). Thanks to the advanced features of
Code_Aster and the scripting with Python, we have the possibility of evaluating and visualizing the results of the
verification of each panel [1] (Figure 2), as well as quantifying the exact effect on the verifications of the panels by the
modifications of their properties [2, 3], leading to the optimization of the exploitation of the material and the minimization
of costs for the associated performance. In addition, for the fire verification, it is possible to calculate the carbonization
of the panels with and without protection and to display the performance of the structure for any scenario minute by
minute [4].
In the second generation of Aetherium, we can model all the connections of a structure, with material non-linearity, one
by one and take into account other important non-linear phenomena; such as the mono-lateral contact and friction
between panels; an approach that substantially increases the reliability of the obtained results [5].

Figure 1 Graphical Interface of AETHERIUM

Figure 2: Visualization of the Verification Index of the CLT Panels of a Structure

[1] https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/visualizing-structural-performance-cross-laminated-christovasilis/
[2] https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/structural-optimization-cross-laminated-timber-ioannis-christovasilis/
[3] http://www.amphibiagroup.com/single-post/Cross-laminated-bamboo-panels-G-XLam-for-low-rise-buildings-in-Europe
[4] https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/fire-safety-cross-laminated-timber-structures-ioannis-christovasilis/
[5] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TK04TTZeJyQ
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Integration, validation and engineering applications of constitutive equations for
the concrete affected by internal swelling reactions
Pierre MORENON, Alain SELLIER, Stéphane MULTON – LMDC Toulouse – France
Etienne GRIMAL, Philippe KOLMAYER – EDF-CIH Chambéry – France
In partnership with the CIH (Centre d’Ingénierie Hydraulique) of EDF, the LMDC (Laboratory of Materials and Durability
of Constructions) has developed numerical modelling for the concrete affected by internal swelling reactions. These
pathologies gather the alkali-aggregate reactions (AAR) and the Delayed Ettringite Formation (DEF) which affect the
concrete mechanical characteristics such as the elastic modulus or the tensile strength. Due to swelling gradients, they
can induce large cracks too, which induce durability problems.
After the implementation in Code_Aster, the physical validations were carried out in four steps:
-

on experimental results obtained on samples, under different levels of external stresses and environments,
on reinforced beams with swelling gradients due to water saturation degree fluctuations,
a RILEM international benchmark on the subject with slab representative of a nuclear infrastructure,
on two real dams: one affected by AAR and the other one affected by DEF

Then, the code was subjected to numerical test cases from EDF Code_Aster developer’s team in order to prove the
robustness and the use of these behaviours’ laws in the official releases of Code_Aster.
The model is now used every day by the CIH to compute the behaviour of real French and international. The
displacements, stresses and cracking pattern are assessed and used to verify these structures. The model makes it
possible to predict the behaviour of the structures for the years to come to help the management of rehabilitation,
optimized in terms of cost and efficiency.
To conclude, Code_Aster is a useful tool to capitalize research works in order to apply them to engineering modelling.
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Phimeca services on Code_Aster and Salome_meca
PHIMECA Engineering –France
•
•

Code_Aster MPI installations on clusters
Customized tools using Code_Aster and the libraries of Salomé

•
•

Mechanical analysis
Training sessions on salome_meca plate-form

Module in Salomé using Code_Aster for Civil Engineering
Fragility: Salomé module for fragility curves and probabilistic floor response spectra with Code_Aster

El Hadi Moussi - Mohamed Karadaniz – Karina Macocco – PHIMECA Engineering and EDF
Fragility module in SALOME Platform
• Seismic Signals Generator
• Aster Model
• Design of Experiments
• Fragility curves
In Aster Model, the users could define floor spectra calculations
in order to obtain probabilistic floor response spectra.

Customize Code_Aster for Oil Industry
Pipelines Buckling and Walking simulation with Code_Aster
Mohamed Karadaniz – El Hadi Moussi -Thierry YALAMAS – PHIMECA Engineering
Buckling and walking are critical complex phenomena for pipelines and spools design.
Buckling phenomenon appears when the pipelines are submitted to high pressure and temperature loads. Based on pipe soil
interaction and operational loads (temperature, pressure, density), pipeline integrity is checked in order to determine if mitigation
measures are required or not.
A second challenge for high temperature pipelines is the control of pipeline walking (axial ratcheting). Axial walking is the
cumulative axial displacement of a flowline length occurring over a number of start-up/ shutdown cycles, which may lead to
excessive end movement and ultimately the failure of tie-in jumper/spool connection. This shall be studied with the lateral
buckling mitigation measures in place in coupled models when applicable.
Only few commercial finite elements softwares, like Abaqus, are able to model those phenomena. The objective of this project
is to extend the features of Code_Aster to model pipelines behavior used in oil industry context. The steps of this work are 4:
• The first step is dedicated to buckling model extension in Code_Aster;
• The second step is dedicated to lateral and axial contact model extension in Code_Aster;
• The third step is dedicated to walking model in Code_Aster;
• In the last step, specifications of a dedicated tool are defined based on the previous development features and eventually
a mock-up of the tool would be developed.

Analyse de la charge limite sous Code-Aster
Mohamed Karadaniz – Karina Macocco – PHIMECA Engineering
The objective of this analysis is to estimate using Code_Aster the
admissible limit load of the pipeline on operating conditions. This is
done using lower and upper bounds method that aims to evaluate
the large deformations and plastic instability risks.
Hexahedral meshed multi-branched pipe
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Code_Aster and Salome_Meca Services
Luca Dall’Ollio – Alter Ego Engineering – France
Alter Ego Engineering is a company specializing in digital simulation in advanced mechanics and civil engineering. We
also have strong computer and automation skills, which enables us to act effectively in complex contexts with a complete
vision.
Current activity deals with services and contracts in Europe (France and Italy) but also internationally (Japan), with major
clients and projects (EDF, IRT, ...) and partners in the field of simulation. The activities focus mainly on based on the
finite element method, comparison with experimental results, mathematical models (material constitutive laws, ...),
development of advanced software for the industry, supervision of research projects and support for startups Research
investments made directly by the company are currently in three main areas
•

research in advanced computer science (mathematical analysis of software), based on original methods and
developed within the company

•

applications of digital simulation to continuous media and with the interaction of multiphase fluids, which have a
potential application in several areas

• statistical models based on simulation and experimental results
Our company and Code_Aster
We have been using Code_Aster for professional studies since 2009. Our company is involved in a lot of activities around
this software:
•
•
•
•
•

Development and diffusion of the Windows version, in the SimulEase group
Organization and animation of Code_Aster italian community
Diffusing Code_Aster and Salome-Meca knowledge by writing internet articles
Support and training to companies willing to switch to these technologies
Translation tools to help non-french speaking communities

The vast majority of our simulations have been realized in Code_Aster, we have recently started using the Aster Study
module in our support proposal.
Evaluation of crack propagation in a turbine blade
Simulation carried out to evaluate the safety factor of a
turbine used for thermoelectric generation.
The nonlinear behavior is taken into account in the
modeling: plasticity, contact on the fixation, large
deformations.

Verification according to the NTU 2018 (Italian civil
engineering standards) of a physicochemical steel
reactor
Tank containing water and its supporting structure,
verification and design in collaboration with Ener
Consulting (Italy)). Buckling analysis of the complete
structure.

Internationalization of Salome
By using crowdsourcing methods, we are actively working
for a better user experience in non-French speaking
communities i.e Salome in Japanese
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Code_Aster and Salome_Meca Services
Sylvain AUNAY – DeltaCAD – France
Since 2001, DeltaCAD provides services to help using Code_Aster and Salome Meca and to build integrated solution
software for design and simulation.
Training and User support :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initiation et fonctions avancées de Code_Aster
Initiation and advanced functions of Code_Aster,
Using Salome-Meca and AsterStudy,
Development in Code_Aster,
Use of Python in Code_Aster and Salome Meca
Specific training for your needs
User assistance

Dedicated software development and support:
•
•
•
•

Code_aster and Salome Meca integration in an existing
conception/simulation process,
Development of new dedicated business tools,
Deployment, user support, distribution, …

Advanced studies with Salome Meca / Code_Aster:
•
•
•

Modelling, Meshing, …
Mechanics, thermal, vibrations, …
Optimization, modeling consulting, …
www.code-aster-services.com - Email : info@code-aster-services.com - Phone : +33 (0)3 44 90 78 40

Code_Aster Training and Services
Lucio GOMEZ – SCOPE Ingenieria – Argentina

Code Aster has allowed Scope
Ingenieria to address design and
product engineering challenges in
different
industries,
allowing
innovation and development proofof-concept and solutions in
different sectors.
In 2017 and 2018, we offered
training in universities to promote
their use and benefits, and this
year we will be doing the same in
different
educational
establishments
and
local
companies in the nuclear area.
Thanks to the team of developers
and the Code_Aster community for
this
powerful
tool
and
congratulations for its 30th
anniversary and for many more!"
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